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ABSTRACT

We perform atmospheric retrievals on the full optical to infrared (0.3–5 μm) transmission
spectrum of the inflated hot Jupiter WASP-52b by combining HST/STIS, WFC3 IR, and
Spitzer/IRAC observations. As WASP-52 is an active star that shows both out-of-transit
photometric variability and star-spot crossings during transits, we account for the contribution
of non-occulted active regions in the retrieval. We recover a 0.1–10× solar atmospheric
composition, in agreement with core accretion predictions for giant planets, and no significant
contribution of aerosols. We also obtain a <3000 K temperature for the star-spots, a measure
which is likely affected by the models used to fit instrumental effects in the transits, and
a 5 per cent star-spot fractional coverage, compatible with expectations for the host star’s
spectral type. Such constraints on the planetary atmosphere and on the activity of its host star
will inform future JWST GTO observations of this target.
Key words: techniques: photometric – techniques: spectroscopic – planets and satellites: atmospheres – stars: activity – stars: starspots.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
Probing physical processes in exoplanet atmospheres that are
thought to depend strongly on planetary mass, gravity, and temperature requires a sample of targets spanning this phase space. WASP52b was selected as a prime target for two large Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) programs (GO-14260, PI Deming and GO-14767,
PIs Sing and López-Morales) because it occupies an important place
in the continuum of mass, gravity, and equilibrium temperature
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for hot Jupiters (M ∼ 0.5 MJ , log g ∼ 2.9, Teq ∼ 1300 K). Given
trends noted in the amplitude of water features (e.g. Stevenson
2016; Fu et al. 2017), WASP-52b is predicted to be on the boundary
of hot Jupiters whose transmission spectra are strongly affected
by the presence of clouds in the planet’s atmosphere, and where
large-scale heights produce strong atmospheric signals. WASP52b’s mass lies in between that of Jupiter’s and that of Saturn’s,
which also suggests that it might be enriched in elements heavier
than hydrogen and helium (e.g. Thorngren et al. 2016). The mass
of this planet also falls in a range where atmospheric metallicity
measurements are not available yet (Wakeford et al. 2018 and
references therein). Moreover, it is hosted by a relatively bright,
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magH = 10.1 star. In many ways WASP-52b is an ideal target
for exoplanet atmospheric characterization efforts, but one must
carefully consider the influence of its moderately active K2V host
star on observed spectra (Kirk et al. 2016, Louden et al. 2017,
Mancini et al. 2017, Chen et al. 2017, Alam et al. 2018, Bruno et
al. 2018; May et al. 2018).
Stellar activity is indeed one of the main challenges to correctly
interpreting exoplanet observations. Star-spots and faculae, in particular, are known to affect measured scattering slopes and molecular abundances (e.g. Pont et al. 2007; Lecavelier Des Etangs et al.
2008; Sing et al. 2011; Ballerini et al. 2012; McCullough et al. 2014;
Rackham et al. 2017; Pinhas et al. 2018; Wakeford et al. 2019). Such
heterogeneities on the stellar photosphere have different effects
whether they are occulted or not during a transit: non-occulted dark
star-spots and faculae produce an apparent, wavelength-dependent
increase and decrease of the transit depth, respectively, and the
apparent variation is opposite if the features are occulted (e.g. Czesla
et al. 2009; Désert et al. 2011; Silva-Valio & Lanza 2011; Bruno
et al. 2016). In specific spectroscopic channels, active regions can
imprint stellar features on a transmission spectrum, especially in the
case of cool, low-mass stars (e.g. Rackham et al. 2017; Rackham,
Apai & Giampapa 2018). Stellar contamination was shown to be
less problematic for weakly active FGK stars, but a case-by-case
study is still warranted (Rackham, Apai & Giampapa 2019). When
observations from different epochs are available, the problem of
taking the changing stellar photosphere into account also arises
(Barstow et al. 2015), as measurements obtained in different epochs
could otherwise be offset one from each other. When observations
in different wavelengths and from different epochs are combined,
both effects leave their trace on the planetary spectrum.
The transmission spectra of WASP-52b have been observed
separately with WFC3-IR (Bruno et al. 2018) and with STIS and
Spitzer/IRAC (Alam et al. 2018). In each case, stellar activity was
taken into account with a different method. Here, we present a
combined fit of the spectra with atmospheric retrievals, which we
used to explore different ways of taking the time-varying impact of
stellar activity into account. We describe the analysis carried out and
the constraints obtained for both the planetary atmosphere and the
activity features. In Section 2, we describe the previously secured
observations, and in Section 3 detail how we implemented activity
features in our retrieval scheme. In Sections 4 and 5, we present and
discuss our results, respectively, and we conclude in Section 6.
2 O B S E RVAT I O N S
We obtained HST/STIS (290–1030 nm) and Spitzer/IRAC (3.6 and
4.5 μm) observations of WASP-52b in 2016 November (G430L
grating), 2017 May (G750L grating), 2016 October (IRAC 3.6 μm
channel), and 2018 March (IRAC 4.5 μm channel). The WFC3IR observations (1.1–1.7 μm) were secured in 2016 August (G141
grism). Details on the acquisition, image processing, and transit
analysis were discussed in Alam et al. (2018) for the STIS and
IRAC data, and Bruno et al. (2018) for the WFC3 data.
In Alam et al. (2018), each spectroscopic transit was corrected for
stellar activity by taking advantage of a semicontinuous, groundbased photometric monitoring of the host star. WASP-52 was
observed with the All-Sky Automated Survey for Supernovae
(ASAS-SN) and with the Tennessee State University Celestron 14
(C14) Automated Imaging Telescope (AIT) at Fairborn Observatory
(see Appendix A for details). The flux dimming, assumed to
be caused by non-occulted dark star-spots, was used to correct
the time-series observations with Sing et al. (2011) and Huitson
MNRAS 491, 5361–5375 (2020)

Figure 1. HST/STIS ( 0.3–1.0 μm), WFC3-IR ( 1.1–1.7 μm), and
Spitzer/IRAC (3.6 and 4.5 μm) transmission spectra of WASP-52b, and
the best-fitting forward atmospheric model from Alam et al. 2018 (with
equilibrium temperature Teq = 1315 K, solar metallicity, C/O = 0.70, a
thick cloud deck, and slight Rayleigh scattering slope). The STIS points
before and after the correction for non-occulted star-spots carried out by
Alam et al. 2018 are shown in light grey and black, respectively. The STIS
and WFC3 data sets are separated by a clear systematic offset. Due to the
very small effect of unocculted star-spots in the Spitzer band, the respective
uncorrected and corrected data points are indistinguishable.

et al. (2013)’s prescriptions. In order to perform the correction,
an effective temperature of 4750 K was assumed for the activity
features.
Bruno et al. (2018), on the other hand, observed a possible starspot crossing in the WFC3 transit. By using an analytic model
for star-spot occultations in transits (Montalto et al. 2014), they
fitted a star-spot effective temperature of ∼4000 K, which follows
expectations for the host spectral type (Berdyugina 2005). However,
no monitoring of the host star was available to the authors, so that
no correction for non-occulted star-spots was performed on the
data set. In the hypothesis that dark star-spots were dominant in
the WFC3 observations as well, the baseline of the corresponding
transmission spectrum was likely overestimated (e.g. Czesla et al.
2009; Sing et al. 2011). In this work, we adopted the transmission
spectrum resulting from their modelling of the star-spot crossing.
In Fig. 1, the STIS-WFC3-Spitzer data sets are presented, both
with and without the activity correction carried out by Alam et al.
(2018). With such a wavelength coverage, an atmospheric retrieval
exercise can in principle constrain the scattering properties of the
atmosphere, its metallicity, and cloud top pressure (Benneke &
Seager 2012; Sing et al. 2016), as well as allow inferences on the
carbon-to-oxygen ratio thanks to the IRAC points in the infrared
(IR). In order to combine the data sets into a consistent transmission
spectrum, however, it is necessary to take the contribution of stellar
activity into account: if the offsets between the observations in
different epochs and wavelength windows are not corrected, the
retrieval will try to compensate for the different baselines by
changing parameters such as the molecular abundances or scattering
factors, thereby biasing the result (Barstow et al. 2015; Rackham
et al. 2018).
3 R E T R I E VA L S C H E M E
Retrieving the atmospheric properties of an exoplanet orbiting an
active star requires several factors to be taken into account. Here,
we studied the contribution of each aspect to the final result in
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Figure 2. Outline of the retrieval analysis. First, the type of star-spot parameter to fit for is chosen (Section 3.1). Then, the spectral window on which to carry
the star-spot correction out is selected (Section 3.2); while the STIS data require a facula in order for the visible spectrum to be stitched to the IR data, the
opposite is true for the WFC3 measurements. Finally, the atmospheric model is used either in the chemical equilibrium or the free abundance mode, the latter
being tested with two different retrieval codes (Section 3.3). Results obtained with different approaches should be in agreement with each other.

a separate step of the analysis. First, we compared two methods
of applying the star-spot correction, as each one can potentially
impact the transmission spectrum in a different way (e.g. Rackham
et al. 2018). We alternatively parametrized the correction with the
star-spot distribution’s average temperature or with the photospheric
star-spot fractional coverage, as we discuss in Section 3.1. Then, we
stitched our observations together by correcting either the visible or
the IR part of the spectrum, as we detail in Section 3.2. Indeed, as our
observations were obtained in different epochs, they were affected
by changing star-spot configurations, in spectral regions that are not
equally sensitive to stellar activity. Finally, we compared the results
of two of the several atmospheric retrieval codes that are currently
available. Such codes can either assume chemical equilibrium in
the planet atmosphere or a setting where molecular abundances are
free parameters. We present the atmospheric models and codes used
for the retrievals in Section 3.3.
An outline of our analysis, which involved numerous iterations
between each step in order to reach an optimal solution, is presented
in Fig. 2.

3.1 Adding star-spots to the retrieval
Non-occulted star-spots can be modelled by using synthetic stellar
spectra with a different effective temperature than the star. The
resulting stellar spectrum can then be computed as a combination
of the ‘nominal’ stellar spectrum and a fractional component of
such a lower temperature spectrum.1 The contribution of star-spots
to the total stellar flux increases as their brightness contrast with
the stellar surface Fspot /F , which is a function of the difference
between their effective temperature Tspot and the stellar effective
temperature T , decreases. A non-occulted star-spot that is cooler
than the average stellar photosphere will produce a wavelengthdependent apparent increase in the transit depth, and conversely a
non-occulted facula, which is warmer than the stellar photosphere,
will produce shallower transits.2 As a result, the average transit

1A

more precise formulation would be the use of a lower log g stellar
model, because the magnetic pressure within a star-spot reduces the
gravitational acceleration at that point of the stellar photosphere. This
can be modelled with a lower log g stellar model (J. Valenti, S. H. Saar,
private communication), but to our knowledge this aspect has not yet been
quantitatively explored in the literature. Therefore, we used the simplifying
assumption of having star-spots with the same log g as the star.
2 This is another approximation, as faculae are not described by the same
limb-darkening law of star-spots, and are actually brighter at the stellar limb
(e.g. Norris et al. 2017 and references therein).

depth corresponding to a given epoch will be shifted compared to
the ‘true’ depth by an amount that depends on the star-spot fractional
coverage (or filling factor δ) and effective temperature Tspot .
In our analysis, we modelled the integrated effect of non-occulted
star-spots on the stellar spectrum by combining stellar and star-spot
synthetic models. With this approach, we disregarded whether the
star was covered by a single, giant feature, or by a group of small
features. We set the star-spot effective temperature Tspot and filling
factor δ as free parameters, but fit only one of them at a time.
Without additional constraints, these parameters are indeed at least
partially degenerate for non-occulted activity features, contrary to
high signal-to-noise observations of star-spot occultations (e.g. Sing
et al. 2011). This allowed us to test whether different modelling
approaches, as well as different ways of taking the constraints
from photometry into account, produce results in agreement for our
target.
An example of how to add the contribution of a heterogeneous
stellar surface to the transmission spectrum can be found in
Rackham et al. (2017). These authors explored both composition
(metallicity) and temperature heterogeneities in the stellar photosphere. We instead decided to explore the contribution of a stellar
photosphere with only temperature heterogeneities, as these can
more directly represent dark and bright active regions which can
cause transit depth offsets.
Star-spots and faculae have a time-dependent effect on the transit
depth, according to the amount of active features that cross the stellar
visible disc as the star rotates. Each feature has its own spectrum,
and therefore a wavelength-dependent effect on the transit depth.
Either the star-spot fractional coverage δ or the average star-spot
effective temperature Tspot can be used to compute the transit depth
variation at each epoch. These two parameters can then be deduced
with an atmospheric retrieval.
When retrieving for the star-spot fractional coverage δ, we used
the formula (Rackham et al. 2017 and references therein)
1
Dλ − Dλ,0
− 1,
=
Dλ,0
1 − δ(1 − Fλ,spot /Fλ, )

(1)

where Dλ is the observed transit depth, Dλ,0 the true depth, and
Fλ,spot and Fλ, are the star-spot and stellar brightness, respectively.
In this case, we relied on the star-spot temperature for ∼5000 K
stars provided by Berdyugina (2005), i.e. ∼3700 K. When fitting
for the star-spot effective temperature Tspot , we referred to Sing et al.
(2011)’s formula
1 − Fλ,spot (Tspot )/Fλ,
Dλ − Dλ,0
= f (λ0 )
,
Dλ,0
1 − Fλ0 ,spot (Tspot )/Fλ0 ,

(2)
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where f(λ0 ) is a factor depending on the photometric monitoring
of the star, observed at λ0 , and is a measure of the stellar flux
dimming due to non-occulted star-spots. It is therefore related to
the star-spot filling factor. To determine it, we adopted the Gaussian
process (GP) computed by Alam et al. (2018) on the ASAS-SN and
AIT data. We calculated f(λ0 ) = 1 − fnorm = 0.031, where fnorm is
the mean of the GP prediction normalized to the non-spotted stellar
flux for the whole observation window. As explained by Alam et al.
(2018), such non-spotted stellar flux was calculated as F = max (F)
+ kσ , where F is the ASAS-SN and AIT variability monitoring data,
σ is the dispersion of the photometric measurements, and k is a
factor fixed to unity (Aigrain, Pont & Zucker 2012).
In both cases, Fλ,spot and Fλ, were evaluated with PHOENIX
stellar models (Husser et al. 2013), integrated for every spectroscopic channel across the respective instrument filter.3 To reduce
the computation time of the retrieval (as discussed below), we
prepared a grid containing the correction factors for a range of
star-spot temperatures, from 2300 to 6000 K in 100 K intervals, as
well as for different filling factors, from 0.1 per cent to 30 per cent in
steps of 1 per cent. At each iteration of the retrievals, the correction
was evaluated with a bilinear interpolation between the model
corresponding to closest cooler (or lower δ) model and closest
warmer (or higher δ) model in the grid by using the PYTHON function
INTERP2D (Jones et al. 2001).
These two formulations (fit for star-spot temperature and filling
factor) allowed us to test different approaches, and explore whether
they drive the retrieval to the same solutions. With equation (1),
we ignored the constraints from the photometric monitoring and
retrieved the atmospheric status by assuming a Tspot value as those
reported in the literature for K stars. With equation (2), we used our
knowledge of the out-of-transit light-curve behaviour and derived
Tspot without setting priors on the most likely filling factor. Such
two methods can potentially lead to different results in certain
bands, in so far as a small, particularly cold star-spot has a different
contribution than a large, warmer one (or of a large group of small
spots, as shown by Rackham et al. 2018).
In order to limit the number of free parameters, we fitted for
configurations where a star-spot (or group thereof) would affect
only one data set at a time. We could have simultaneously modelled
a star-spot for each data set, but the effects of multiple star-spots
would have cancelled out. Moreover, little information would have
been available in order to break the star-spots’ degenerate effects in
different epochs.
3.2 Stitching the full optical to IR spectrum together
In photometry, a few per cent variation of WASP-52’s brightness can
be observed across few stellar rotations (e.g. Affer et al. 2012; Basri,
Walkowicz & Reiners 2013). As the ground-based monitoring with
ASAS-SN and AIT showed (Alam et al. 2018), all our observations
are affected by stellar activity features by a different amount.
While the optical spectrum was corrected for stellar activity by
relying on photometric monitoring and assumptions on the starspot temperature (Alam et al. 2018), no correction for non-occulted
star-spots was adopted by Bruno et al. (2018).
As motivated in Section 2, both corrections are affected by
a certain degree of uncertainty. In the visible, the photometric

3 The

filters were downloaded from the svo filter profile service, http:
//svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/fps3/ (Rodrigo et
al. 2012, Rodrigo & Solano 2013).
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monitoring does not constrain the star-spot temperature, and an e.g.
excessive correction would imply an underestimated transit depth.
In the IR, the lack of constraints on non-occulted star-spots might
imply an overestimated transit depth. The need of stitching the
optical and IR component into a single, consistent transmission
spectrum can however provide constraints on the possible bias
affecting both data sets. The different epochs of observation would
require at least two activity features to be included in the retrieval,
one for the optical part of the spectrum and another for the IR.
However, given the likely opposite corrections needed (increased
transit depth in the optical, decreased in the IR), the effect of the two
features would likely be degenerate. Hence, we decided to explore
the two scenarios separately, noticing that this might determine
only upper or lower limits on the star-spot or faculae parameters,
instead of precise constraints. In the first, we used the correction
for stellar activity derived by Alam et al. (2018) on the STIS points,
and retrieved the star-spot parameters on the WFC3 data set. In the
second, we disregarded the photometric constraints and shifted the
STIS data set in order for it to match WFC3 and Spitzer spectra.
In this latter case, we assumed no need to correct the WFC3 data,
as if the effect of stellar activity in the IR were negligible (as it
is often assumed) and so measurements in this spectral window
could be used as an ‘anchor’. We verified that the Spitzer points
were not sensitive to the star-spot correction, contrary to the WFC3
points.
We remark that the WFC3 spectrum could have been corrected
by a single, G141-filter-wide value, without the need to calculate
the correction factor for every channel. We demonstrate this in
Fig. 3, where we plot the difference between the correction factor
for every channel and the mean correction across all channels,
divided by the uncertainty on the data points. In other words,
we show the result of integrating the star-spot and stellar spectra
across every channel instead of integrating them only once for
the whole spectrum, and weight such difference with the uncertainty of the observations. The plot shows the correction to be
applied both for dark star-spots and for faculae. Because of the
stronger signal of star-spots in the optical compared to the IR, the
correction can vary by ±3σ compared to the average across the
STIS channels, while the correction for WFC3-IR channels only
changes by about ±0.4σ . The integration time for the retrieval
increases as the number of channel integrations increases, and
because of this we considered pre-computing the correction grid
as described in Section 3.1. This also enabled us to retrieve the
correction of the WFC3 data for every channel with a relatively
small computational effort, even if, as just shown, this was not
strictly necessary.

3.3 Comparing retrieval frameworks
A variety of atmospheric retrieval approaches are currently available
(see e.g. the review by Madhusudhan 2018), but few comparisons
between different methodologies and codes have been carried out
(e.g. Barstow et al. 2018; Kilpatrick et al. 2018). We therefore
compared two retrieval codes, described below. In the first case, we
implemented a star-spot correction in the retrieval scheme, where
stellar models were used at each iteration to ‘shift’ the output of the
atmospheric model. In the second case, we used the best solution of
the first approach (with a reduced chi-square χ̃ 2  1) to correct the
observed transmission spectrum and fed it to another retrieval code.
The first code also allowed us to compare both a retrieval with and
without adopting chemical equilibrium.
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Figure 3. Wavelength-dependent correction variation with respect to the whole filter correction (Dλ − Dλ,0 ) across the different STIS and WFC3-IR channels,
divided by the uncertainty of the transmission spectrum measurements. The red lines show the correction obtained for dark spots (from 2300 to 4700 K in
300 K steps), and the blue ones show the correction obtained for faculae (from 5100 to 6600 K in 300 K steps). This plot shows that the impact of non-occulted
activity features on different channels is non-negligible in the visible, while it is smaller in the near-IR. The apparent discontinuity between the STIS and the
WFC3 correction is due to the multiplying factor Dλ,0 (equations 1 and 2).

3.3.1 Retrievals with CHIMERA
The CHIMERA software (Line et al. 2013; Kreidberg et al. 2014)
can generate a transmission spectrum given a pressure–temperature
(P–T) profile for the planet atmosphere (described by irradiation
temperature Tirr ,4 IR opacity κ IR , and ratio of visible to IR opacity
γ 1 ), global abundances (metallicity with respect to solar [M/H]
and carbon-to-oxygen abundance ratio C/O), carbon and nitrogen
quenching pressures (Pq (C) and Pq (N)),5 scattering cross-section
and slope (σ 0 and γ , respectively), grey cloud-top pressure (Pc ), and
scaling factor for the planetary radius at 10 bar (xRp ), which takes
the uncertainty on the planetary radius into account. The molecular
abundances at chemical equilibrium are calculated from elemental
abundances with the NASA CEA2 code.6 CHIMERA uses PYMULTINEST, a software for Bayesian inference through multimodal nested
sampling (Feroz & Hobson 2008; Feroz, Hobson & Bridges 2009;
Buchner et al. 2014). We added the two star-spot parameters
(Tspot and δ) as free parameters in the retrieval, and explored
their posterior distributions together with those of the atmospheric
model.
Because of the lack of constraints on the atmospheric P–T profile
coming from transmission spectra, we modelled an isothermal
profile by fixing κ IR to a low value ( 0.03 cm2 g−1 ) and setting
visible opacity equal to near-IR (NIR) opacity (γ 1 = 1). We also
neglected quenching phenomena by fixing both Pq (C) and Pq (N)
to 1 μbar (i.e. confining quenching at lower pressures than those
probed by transmission spectroscopy). CHIMERA also allows the
modelling of transmission spectra produced in out-of-chemical
equilibrium configurations, where the abundances of individual
molecules are free parameters. We explored this retrieval mode and

4 The

irradiation temperature is defined as the temperature at the substellar
point of an exoplanet (see e.g. Heng 2017).
5 The quench pressure is the pressure below which (and corresponds to the
altitude above which) the mole fraction of a species remains constant. This
usually happens when the temperature of a system drops low enough for
the transport time-scale to become shorter than the chemical time-scale
required to maintain that species in equilibrium with other constituents;
pressure changes can also be involved (Prinn & Barshay 1977).
6 https://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/CEAWeb/ceaHome.htm.

recovered the abundances of water, methane, carbon monoxide,
sodium, and potassium while fixing hydrogen and helium to their
solar value and deriving molecular hydrogen in order to obtain a
total atmospheric abundance equal to unity.
3.3.2 Retrievals with NEMESIS
NEMESIS couples a fast correlated-k (Lacis & Oinas 1991) forward
model with PYMULTINEST, and has been extensively used to model
both Solar system objects and exoplanets. Barstow et al. (2017)
performed a retrieval study exploring cloudy solutions for transmission spectra of 10 hot Jupiters (Sing et al. 2016). With the recent
inclusion of the MULTINEST algorithm, improvements to the cloud
retrieval scheme used in Barstow et al. (2017) have been made
(Krissansen-Totton et al. 2018). Instead of a grid search approach
covering a range of pre-defined cloud top and base pressures, and
exploring only Rayleigh or grey clouds, the cloud top and base
pressures and index of the scattering slope are now free parameters
within the model. The cloud is thus represented by these last three
parameters and by the total optical depth. Other model parameters
include the abundances of H2 O, CO, CH4 , Na, and K, an isothermal
temperature and the radius at the 10 bar pressure level. Atomic
absorption data come from the VALD data base (Heiter et al. 2008).
H2 –H2 and H2 –He collision-induced absorptions are taken from
Borysow & Frommhold (1989), Borysow & Frommhold (1990),
Borysow, Frommhold & Moraldi (1989), Borysow, Jorgensen &
Zheng (1997), and Borysow (2002).
For the retrieval with NEMESIS, we did not include any star-spot
in the model, i.e. we did not fit for the offset between data sets, but
used the stellar activity-corrected WFC3 data set obtained from the
best solution of the CHIMERA chemical-equilibrium retrieval. We
relied on the activity-corrected STIS and Spitzer data obtained by
Alam et al. (2018) for the rest of the transmission spectrum.

4 R E S U LT S
4.1 Star-spot temperature versus filling factor
We first describe the results of the retrievals with CHIMERA in
chemical equilibrium, where we used the STIS data as corrected
MNRAS 491, 5361–5375 (2020)
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Figure 4. Best solution (blue curve) and 1σ and 2σ credible intervals (red) for the CHIMERA chemical-equilibrium retrieval where the star-spot parameters are
derived from the WFC3 data set. The WFC3 data have been shifted with equation (1), due to the star-spot correction.

by Alam et al. (2018) and added an activity feature acting on
the WFC3 data. Fig. 4 presents the best fit and the 1σ and 2σ
credible intervals of the retrieval with varying Tspot , where we
observe that the average transit depth of the WFC3 points has been
reduced – which indicates a dark star-spot acting on the spectrum.
The best-fitting solution obtained by the retrieval corresponds to a
reduced chi-square of χ̃ 2 = 1.15, as indicated in Table 1 together
with the 50th and 68.2th percentiles for each retrieved parameter.
The marginalized posterior distributions are presented in the orange
contours of Fig. B1. We recovered a ∼0.1–10× solar metallicity,
subsolar C/O, and a  2770+430
−300 K star-spot. The broad wavelength
coverage of our data set allowed the retrieval to break the degeneracy
between Tspot (or δ) and the scattering parameters γ and σ 0 . This
is due, in particular, to the different action of star-spots in the
visible (where this correlation is stronger, e.g. Sing et al. 2011)
and in the IR. The cloud top pressure goes from ∼10 mbar up to
∼100 bar, indicating that both solutions with and without clouds are
compatible with the observed transmission spectrum (which only
probes 1 to 100 mbar atmospheric features). Partial muting of the
spectral features (in particular, water at 1.4 μm) was obtained by the
retrieval with the use of high [M/H] or low scattering cross-section,
which are indeed correlated.
This retrieval required an unusually cool star-spot for a K dwarf,
which could mean that the STIS data were overcorrected by Alam
et al. (2018). As these authors showed in their Fig. 2, a warmer starspot in the optical corresponds to a larger contamination; to adopt
the largest possible correction for their data, they used a 4750 K
star-spot. The opposite is true for the IR: as a result, the WFC3 data
might need to be shifted ‘too much’ to be compatible with the visible
spectrum, and require too cool of a star-spot for a K star. On the
other hand, the occulted star-spot correction carried out by Bruno
et al. (2018) should not significantly affect the pre-corrected WFC3
data, as the spectroscopic transit depth they obtained from the fit
of the occulted star-spot (table 5 of their paper) is, in most cases, a
few hundreds ppm smaller than the transit depth obtained without
taking the star-spot into account. This means that their occulted spot
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model requires a warmer star-spot than their spot-free case in order
for the IR data to match the optical data.
Another possibility is that the actual value of the GP model
used to calculate f(λ0 ) (Section 2) was underestimated, so that a
warmer star-spot would be sufficient to achieve the same correction
factor. This could be the case if the actual stellar flux at the WFC3
epoch was much different from its average value computed with the
GP, but the photometric scatter makes this possibility hard to test.
A third hypothesis is that the significant offset between the STIS
and the WFC3 data sets is due to the different systematic models
used in Alam et al. (2018) and Bruno et al. (2018), which might
impact transit normalization and therefore the reference radius for
the planet in the transmission spectrum. We can say, at the very least,
that the retrieval with a non-occulted star-spot acting on the WFC3
data set constrained a lower temperature limit for such a star-spot
(or for a group thereof). This might suggest that, if observations are
taken in different epochs, the most convenient approach is to fit all
data sets with the same system parameters, without correcting for
stellar activity beforehand, and then correct for stellar activity on
all data sets together.
The retrieval where we corrected the STIS data set (and therefore
ignored Alam et al. 2018’s correction) helped us to study these
possibilities. In this case, we fitted a facula with Tspot  5040+20
−15
K, as well as a larger scattering feature (γ  2.4 ± 0.7),
which mutes the 1.4 μm water absorption (we show the result
in Fig. B3). Because of this and of the resulting χ̃ 2 increment
compared to the first case (1.88 against 1.15), we decided to reject
this scenario. The planet atmospheric features provide therefore
some constraints on the stellar features, as found in other cases
in the literature (e.g. Rackham et al. 2017; Wakeford et al.
2019).
We now turn to the case where the star-spot fractional coverage
of the stellar surface δ was retrieved from the WFC3 data. In this
case, we adopted a star-spot temperature Tspot = 3700 K, compatible
with a ∼ 5000 K dwarf star (Berdyugina 2005). Because shifting the
STIS data set produces a model hardly compatible with WFC3 water

Atmospheric retrievals on WASP-52b
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Table 1. Results of the CHIMERA retrievals with an active region correction applied to the WFC3-IR data set, and of the
NEMESIS retrievals on the corrected optical to IR transmission spectrum. Columns separate the retrievals with chemical
equilibrium (CE) and without (No CE). The ‘method’ row indicates whether the star-spot effective temperature Tspot ,
filling factor δ, or none was fitted.
CE (CHIMERA)

No CE (NEMESIS)

Method

Ts

δ

Ts

None

Tirr (K)

961+220
−184
−0.35+1.05
−1.42
−1.30+0.64
−0.47
−3.24+1.05
−1.51
−6.26+2.10
−2.26
−4.97+1.42
−1.87
−6.75+1.25
−1.37
−7.43+1.12
−1.25
1.40+0.96
−1.13
1.75+1.08
−0.73
0.28+1.70
−1.72

579+187
−118
0.12+0.94
−1.12

625+130
−121
−1.25+0.44
−0.41

–

–
−4.67+0.44
−0.41

log Pc (cloud top pressure, bar)

1020+217
−185
−0.19+0.93
−1.09
−1.27+0.59
−0.47
−3.30+1.07
−0.99
−6.85+2.12
−2.15
−4.62+1.18
−1.20
−6.14+0.94
−1.05
−7.14+0.98
−0.99
1.56+0.82
−0.97
1.24+0.69
−0.46
0.20+1.74
−1.75

xRp

log [M/H]
log (C/O)

0.97 ± 0.01

0.97 ± 0.01

−3.30+0.94
−1.12
−9.17+1.89
−1.78
−7.25+3.10
−3.04
−8.33+2.28
−2.18
−8.42+2.33
−2.15
0.45+1.01
−0.86
1.82+1.09
−0.77
0.28+1.66
−1.70
0.99+0.01
−0.02

log cloud base pressure (bar)

–

–

–

log opacity (dimensionless)

–

log H2 O
log CH4
log CO
log Na
log K
σ [log σH2 ]
γ

Tspot (K)
δ (per cent)
χ̃ 2

1000

Atmospheric Metallicity (x Stellar)

No CE (CHIMERA)

100

0.01

−7.04+1.97
−3.07
−7.84+1.96
−2.59
–
7.23+4.34
−4.61

−4.92+3.05
−2.04
0.99 ± 0.00
−1.24+1.62
−2.57
−5.52+2.95
−2.90

–

–

–

2837+476
−347

–

5±1

–

–

1.15

1.13

1.12

1.28

–

GJ 436b

Uranus

GJ 3470b

0.1

−7.62+2.69
−2.75

2770+434
−302

Exoplanets
Solar System

WASP-39b

Neptune

Saturn

10

1

−9.51+1.68
−1.57

Jupiter WASP-12b

HAT-P-26b
WASP-52b

HAT-P-11b

WASP-43b
HD 209458b

0.10
Planetary Mass (MJ)

1.00

Figure 5. Correlation between the mass and the atmospheric metallicity (i.e. the logarithmic fraction of elements heavier than helium, with respect to hydrogen)
of giant planets. WASP-52b is shown in red. The black dashed line is the fit of the correlation for Solar system planets, and the blue dashed line and the light
blue region represent the fit and its uncertainty for exoplanets with measured metallicity. Adapted from Wakeford et al. (2017), with updates from Morley et
al. (2017), Benneke et al. (2019) and Chachan et al. (2019).
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absorption, we only consider the case where we assumed Alam et al.
(2018)’s correction on the STIS observations, and a non-occulted
active region was fitted on the WFC3 data set. The blue contours
in Fig. B1 represent the marginalized posterior distributions and
1σ to 3σ credible intervals, and the 50th to 68.2th percentiles of
the retrieved parameters are presented in Table 1. Also in this case,
we found a good fit (χ̃ 2 = 1.13) and consistent results with the
previous retrieval (shift of the WFC3 data set with Tspot ). For a
filling factor δ = 5 ± 1 per cent, which denotes a weakly active
K dwarf (Berdyugina 2005), we obtained again a ∼0.1–10× solar
metallicity and subsolar C/O, moderate scattering, and a wide range
of cloudy to clear atmospheres.
4.2 Free abundances with CHIMERA
In Table 1, we present the abundances of H2 O, CH4 , CO, Na, and K
extracted from the retrieval with CHIMERA chemical equilibrium
(Section 4.1), and compare them with the retrieval with free
abundances (third column). The atmospheric statuses obtained
without the assumption of chemical equilibrium are at 1σ and 2σ
agreement with those obtained when assuming it. In particular, we
observed that the water abundance is compatible with the current
knowledge of the solar composition, i.e. log (O/H) = −3.31 ± 0.05
(Asplund et al. 2009). For this retrieval, the very low (0.1–100 parts
per billion) carbon abundance is in agreement with the subsolar C/O
found by the retrieval with chemical equilibrium. However, the very
large uncertainties, due to the absence of carbon species absorption
features in the observed spectral range, prevent us from drawing
any conclusion.
We derived the metallicity from the free abundances by using
the approach followed by Kreidberg et al. (2014) and Louden
et al. (2017) for WASP-52b. Since WASP-52b and HD 189733b
have similar equilibrium temperatures, the solar metallicity disequilibrium abundance calculations presented in Moses et al. (2011)
for the latter planet may be applied to this case. The terminator
volume mixing ratio of H2 O is taken to be 383 parts per million
per unit volume, and by comparing this to our retrieved values with
CHIMERA we infer that the 1σ metallicity range is 0.1–11.5× solar
(Table 1). As the only gas with a reliably constrained abundance is
water, however, any estimate of metallicity based on this must be
viewed with extreme caution. We also remark the difference in the
Tirr recovered by the free abundance and the chemical equilibrium
retrieval (∼600 ± 150 and ∼1000 ± 200 K, respectively), which
can be explained by the lack of constraints on this parameter offered
by transmission spectra.
Alam et al. (2018) reported a 2.3σ detection of the Na I doublet
at 589.3 nm and a possible muting of the K absorption feature at
766.5 nm by clouds. In the results of our retrievals in Fig. 4, such
features are present both in the best models and in the 2σ credible
intervals. However, both in the chemical equilibrium and in the
free abundance case, we do not find significant constraints on the
abundances of Na and K (Table 1), as demonstrated by the large
uncertainties on their posterior distributions.
4.3 Free abundances with NEMESIS
The posterior distributions of the NEMESIS retrieval are shown in
Fig. B2. The resulting molecular abundances are within 2σ or
less from the free abundances CHIMERA retrieval. In particular, we
observe that NEMESIS achieved a best-fitting model with χ̃ 2 = 1.28,
but using a ∼20× lower water abundance, with 2–3× smaller
uncertainties than the CHIMERA retrieval for water and methane.
MNRAS 491, 5361–5375 (2020)

We derived the atmospheric metallicity from the free abundances
following Louden et al. (2017) and Moses et al. (2011), as done for
the CHIMERA free abundances case. The calculation was carried out
in order to facilitate comparison with the CHIMERA result, even if
with the same caveats described earlier. Hence, from the retrieval
with NEMESIS, we infer that the 1σ metallicity range is 0.022–0.15×
solar (Table 1, fourth column).
This latter metallicity has to be compared with the one calculated
from the CHIMERA retrieval using Louden et al. (2017)’s method,
i.e. 0.1–11.5 at 1σ (Section 4.2), in order for the comparison to
be consistent. The atmospheric metallicities estimated from the
two free-chemistry retrievals are at <1.3σ agreement with each
other (Table 1, third column) and with the metallicity retrieved in
the CHIMERA equilibrium chemistry model. Small differences in
retrieved properties for WASP-52b between CHIMERA and NEMESIS
are expected, given differences in the underlying framework and approaches. However, the two methods provide statistically consistent
descriptions of WASP-52b’s atmosphere, which gives us confidence
in the interpretation. To be conservative, we chose to adopt the larger
error bars in the water abundance and metallicity obtained from the
CHIMERA analysis in the remainder of our discussion about the
nature of WASP-52b’s atmosphere.
5 DISCUSSION
With its solar-like water abundance and subsolar C/O ratio, WASP52b’s atmosphere follows the predictions of the core-accretion
model for giant planets formed around solar-composition stars
(Pollack et al. 1996; Öberg, Murray-Clay & Bergin 2011; Fortney
et al. 2013; Madhusudhan, Amin & Kennedy 2014; Mordasini et al.
2016; Espinoza et al. 2017; Madhusudhan et al. 2017). In Fig. 5,
we add WASP-52b to the mass–metallicity plot for all known
planets with measured atmospheric metallicity. The planet lies
within the uncertainty regions of the previously derived relationship,
for which we highlight the different (although constantly updated)
trend between extrasolar planets and Solar System planets. As such,
WASP-52b will benefit from future observations with the James
Webb Space Telescope (JWST), which will allow a much more
precise understanding of the trend.
Cloud formation theory and observational trends suggest that a
gas giant planet near the equilibrium temperature of WASP-52b
(Teq ∼ 1300 K) should have aerosols in the observable portion of
the atmosphere (Barstow et al. 2017). This is compatible with
the results of our retrievals, and can explain the weak Na and
K absorption features in the visible part of the spectrum. Fig. 6
presents a one-dimensional P–T profile of WASP-52b, assuming
a cloud-free atmosphere, efficient recirculation, and an internal
temperature of 1300 K (see e.g. Fortney et al. 2005 for further
details on methodology). The intersections of the P–T curve with
condensation curves of different molecules, here calculated for a
solar composition gas, inform which cloud species we would expect
to form in the atmosphere of the planet and at which atmospheric
depth. The deepest intersections are with silicate species (enstatite,
MgSiO3 and forsterite, Mg2 SiO4 ), and higher in the atmosphere
(around the pressures probed by transmission spectroscopy) are
those with MnS.
We can formulate three hypotheses for the origin of such clouds
on WASP-52b. One is that their composition is MnS, and that the
silicate species are confined in the deepest layers of the atmosphere.
The second is that silicate species are being vertically transported
into the observable portion of WASP-52b’s atmosphere. Both
scenarios are compatible with what we would expect given the
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Figure 6. Cloud-free, full recirculation modelled pressure–temperature
profile for WASP-52b, in black. The condensation curves of several
molecules in a solar composition environment are shown in dashed lines. The
grey area highlights the pressure range probed by transmission spectroscopy.

relative cloud masses for different compositions (Morley et al.
2012; Wakeford et al. 2018), i.e. MnS clouds have a low relative
mass compared to other species, and silicate clouds (especially
enstatite) have a much larger one. This means that a relatively large
amount of MnS, combined with a small contribution of silicate
clouds, can explain the weak muting of the spectral features in
the transmission spectrum. In the third hypothesis, we can see
the spectrum as a combination of a cloud-rich planetary limb
and a cloud-free one, similar to the HD 209458b atmosphere
simulated by Kataria et al. (2016) with a Global Circulation
Model.
These three hypotheses explain our observations equally well and
cannot be distinguished at the current level of observing capabilities.
Future observations with JWST, however, should be able to detect
spectral features imprinted by specific aerosol species (Wakeford &
Sing 2015).
6 CONCLUSIONS
We present an analysis of the visible to NIR transmission spectrum of WASP-52b, obtained with different instruments and in
different epochs. As WASP-52A is a moderately active star,
we relied both on ground-based photometric observations and on the
modelling of the impact of stellar activity in transmission spectra.
In this respect, we used analytic formulations that were previously
discussed in literature and synthetic stellar spectra.
Non-occulted dark star-spots during WFC3 observations can
explain the relative offset between the NIR data set and the optical
transmission spectrum, obtained in a different epoch. By removing
such offset with an optical to IR atmospheric retrieval, and by
using constraints from the ground-based photometric monitoring
of the host star, we were able to estimate the average starspot temperature. When fixing the star-spot temperature to values
provided by literature for a K2V star, we retrieved the fraction
of the stellar photosphere that is covered in star-spots. In this
way, we avoided simultaneously using parameters which are at
least partially degenerate, and constrained each one of them with
information coming from previous observations. Other than using
different star-spot correction approaches, we compared results
obtained when applying the activity correction to the visible or
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to the IR part of the transmission spectrum. The need of stitching
the spectra together provided enough constraints to complement
the uncertainty of the activity corrections carried out by Alam
et al. (2018) and Bruno et al. (2018) on the two separate data
sets.
That being said, our results are likely affected by the systematic
models used to obtain the optical and IR transmission spectra from
the HST spectroscopic transits in Alam et al. (2018) and Bruno
et al. (2018). In the same way, we cannot exclude biases related
to the uncertainty in the measure of the out-of-transit stellar flux,
despite the photometric follow-up. Therefore, we could only place
a lower limit on the star-spot temperature or, alternatively, an upper
limit on the star-spot fractional coverage. This can explain why the
measured star-spot temperature is lower than expected for a K-type
star. However, the measure of the star-spot filling factor follows
predictions for such a stellar type.
Our retrievals showed WASP-52b to be an ‘ordinary’ hot Jupiter.
With a composition compatible with solar and subsolar C/O, this
planet agrees with the mass–metallicity trend derived for the other
giant planets for which this measurement is available. Our results
are consistent with weak muting of the spectral features by clouds,
which is compatible with a few scenarios for aerosol species. We
performed retrieval exercises with two different atmospheric codes,
<
2σ level.
with which we obtained results in agreement at the ∼
Small differences are expected, given differences in the underlying
framework and approaches, and we highlight the need of further
analyses on this topic.
Despite the broad wavelength coverage, our retrievals returned
large uncertainties on the metallicity, C/O ratio, and individual
molecular abundances in WASP-52b’s atmosphere, as well as on
the contribution of clouds. However, we could exclude significant
correlations between these and the star-spot parameters.
To conclude, we highlight that adding the stellar contamination
to obtain a ‘good fit’ of a transmission spectrum might hide
spectral features that are planetary in nature, as long as they
can be explained by stellar features. This implies that possible
limitations of atmospheric models might be missed, and explained
with the signal introduced by the star. Hence, the approach of
explaining features we do not understand with stellar activity has
its risks. In this respect, future observations of WASP-52b with
JWST, which have been planned by the NIRSpec GuaranteedTime Observer (GTO) team, will help to add important constraints on the characteristics of this apparently ordinary hot
Jupiter.
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Atmospheric retrievals on WASP-52b
A P P E N D I X A : WA S P - 5 2 A ROTAT I O N P E R I O D
We observed WASP-52 with the Celestron 14-inch Automated
Imaging Telescope (AIT), located at Fairborn Observatory in Arizona (Henry 1999; Eaton, Henry & Fekel 2003), during the 2014–
15, 2015–16, 2016–17, 2017-18, and 2018-19 observing seasons.
Our photometric measurements and period analysis, carried out
as described in Sing et al. (2015), yielded periods between 16.7
and 18.5 d in the first four observing seasons. These values agree
well with Prot = 16.4 d reported by Hébrard et al. (2013) and
17.8 d measured by Louden et al. (2017). The strongest and most
coherent variability occurred in the 2014–2015 observing season
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(see Fig. A1). Our measured photometric period was 18.06 ± 0.20 d,
and the peak-to-peak amplitude was nearly 0.04 mag. We take this
to be our best measurement of the star’s rotation period.
In the fifth observing season (2018–2019), we found a period
of only 9.16 ± 0.06 d and an amplitude of only 0.01 mag (see
Fig. A2). This suggests that the spot distribution changed from one
hemisphere dominating to comparable spot activity on opposite
hemispheres (e.g. Eaton, Henry & Fekel 1996; Fekel & Henry
2005; Lehtinen et al. 2012; Kajatkari et al. 2014). Detection of
the 9-d period confirms that 18 d is the star’s correct rotation
period.

Figure A1. AIT observations of WASP-52 during the 2014–2015 season. Upper panel: Light curve in the R band as a function of time; Middle panel:
periodogram showing the stellar rotation signal in cycles/day; Lower panel: phase-folded light curve. This represents our most reliable determination of
WASP-52’s rotation period.
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Figure A2. Same as Fig. A1, but for the 2018–2019 season. The photometric period is one half that observed in the 2014–2015 observing season, implying
the spot distribution on WASP-52 has evolved to place comparable spot activity on opposite hemispheres of the star. The 9-d photometric period confirms that
the 18 d period in 2014–2015 is the correct stellar rotation period.
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Figure B1. Marginalized posterior distributions obtained with CHIMERA. Shown are the 1σ , 2σ , and 3σ credible intervals for the retrievals with a dark spot
acting on the WFC3 data set. The retrieval using the star-spot filling factor (blue, δ) and the star-spot temperature (orange, Tspot ) are compared. The star-spot
temperature was scaled to the δ parameter prior with the relationship Tspot → Tspot /(10 000 K) − 0.23 (so that 2300 K corresponds to 0 and 3000 K corresponds
to 0.07) and is indicated as Tspot in the same panels as δ.
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Figure B2. Marginalized posterior distributions obtained with CHIMERA (orange) and NEMESIS (blue) compared. The 1σ , 2σ , and 3σ credible intervals are
only shown for parameters with similar meaning, i.e. temperature, scattering index, molecular abundances, and radius scaling factor. Because of the difference
among retrieved models, neither scattering cross-section or star-spot temperature (CHIMERA only), nor cloud parameters (treated differently between CHIMERA
and NEMESIS) are shown.
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Figure B3. Best solution and 1σ and 2σ credible intervals for the CHIMERA chemical-equilibrium retrieval with a facula acting on the STIS data. To fit the
visible spectrum, the needed increased scattering slopes mutes the WFC3-IR water feature.
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